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CONFIDENCE
COping with uNcertainties For Improved modelling and DEcision making in Nuclear emergenCiEs

The main objective of the CONFIDENCE project is to reduce uncertainties for decision making concerning the protection of the population during a radiological emergency and for long-term
rehabilitation. This project seeks to address enhanced decision making processes following a nuclear or radiological emergency, in particular to better account for uncertainties in the information
available and its societal impact. The proposal takes a multi-disciplinary approach, based on a collaboration of all radiation protection platforms, to improve the functionality of existing decision support
systems so they can rapidly deal with information with large uncertainties. The inclusion of experts from the social sciences and from national organizations involved in either decision making during
nuclear or radiological emergencies is beneficial. Integrating new radiation and dose monitoring technologies (for both external and internal pathways) will also reduce uncertainties in risk assessments
to critical groups. The integration of the technical issues and the social and ethical considerations is an important factor in ensuring the effective protection of the public in such circumstances.

Members of project: APA, Portugal; BfS, Germany; CEH, UK; CEPN, France; CIEMAT, Spain; DIALOGIK, Germany; DTU, Denmark; EEAE, Greece; EPA, Ireland; EXTREMADURA, Spain; HMGU, Germany; HZM , Germany; IRSN, France; IST, Portugal; KIT, Germany; KNMI,
Netherlands; MTA EK, Hungary; MUTADIS, France; NMBU, Norway; Norwegian Met. Institute, Norway; NRPA, Norway; PHE, United Kingdom; REC, Slovenia; RIKILT, Netherlands; RIVM, Netherlands; SCK-CEN, Belgium; STUK, Finland; UK Met. Office, United Kingdom;
UMIL, Italy; University of Zurich, Switzerland; VUJE, Slovakia; WARWICK, United Kingdom.
Funding: 69,788.00 €
https://portal.iket.kit.edu/CONFIDENCE/index.php

UPCAST
Unified Platform for CBRN Accident/Attack Scenario Management

The main objective of the project UPCAST is to improve information management and situational judgement
in response to contamination and exposure events to chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear (CBRN)
agents. Considering the multifaceted nature of CBRN agents, it becomes necessary to have rapid access to
complete information in order to give an adequate response in a scenario involving CBRN agents, to mitigate
its impacts on the population and environment.
UPCAST proposes to be a unified platform (Fig. 1) that can gather, process and distribute all the available
information during an incident involving CBRN agents in order to obtain a more effective and efficient
response. UPCAST will give to operational forces the means to easily upload observed data regarding victims’
conditions and receive instructions on how to proceed (Fig. 2). The hospitals will be able to receive detailed
information of patients before they arrive and will be connected to laboratories that, having received CBRN
contaminated samples, will provide information on what treatments and special care they should give. The
control centre will have an unprecedented global view of the situation allowing it to take better informed
decisions and enabling fast updates to operational personnel.
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Members of project: CINAMIL, INEM, INSA, IPMA, IST, TEKEVER, Portugal.
Funding: 134,705.68 €
https://sites.google.com/a/tekever.com/upcast/home

Fig. 1 – UPCAST: an 
unified platform. Fig. 2 – Frontend e backend of

UPCAST platform in a CBRN 
scenario.

Fig. 1 – Activities and crosslinking of the RENEB network. 

There is a growing concern with the real hypothesis of a large scale radiological and/or nuclear event, not only due to possible accidents in nuclear facilities but also as a result of terrorist attacks.
The triage of the exposed people according to a preliminary assessment/measurement of the radiation doses and the information to the population about potential environmental contamination, foodstuff and feedstuff
contamination, both in emergency and transition phases, are very important. In extreme accidental or malevolent scenarios that must be considered for the sake of an effective emergency preparedness and response and appropriate
deployment of human and technical resources. Risk assessment and risk communication are also of paramount importance in these situations.
Members of the Radiological Protection and Safety Group (GPSR) are involved in several EU projects related to nuclear and radiological emergencies.

The main objective of the project RENEB is to establish an
European network on biological dosimetry to assure, at the
transnational level, the preparedness of response in scenarios of
accidental or malevolent acts from which result exposures involving
many casualties, to provide individual full dose estimates or interim
dose estimates for individuals in a population triage mode. GPSR is
involved in intercomparisons concerning dicentric (1), micronuclei
(2) and -H2AX (3) assays in a way that harmonization of the
different assays that are being used by all partners can be achieved.

Members of project: BfS, Germany; BIR, Germany; CEA, France; ENEA, Italy; HGUGM,
Spain; HMGU, Germany; INCT, Poland; INSP, Romania; IRSN, France; ISS, Italy; IST,
Portugal; LAFE, Spain; LUMC, The Netherlands; NCRRP, Bulgaria; NCSRD, Greece;
NRIRR, Hungary; NRPA, Norway; PHE, United Kingdom; STUK, Finland; SU, Sweden;
UAB, Spain; UGent, Belgium; UNITUS, Italy.
Funding: 29,960.00 €.
http://reneb.eu/

The work performed in all of these projects reinforced the awareness at European level about the need to protect citizens and the environment from an accidental or malevolent act concerning ionizing radiation exposure. The 
achievements of these projects will help decision makers to implement adequate protective actions and to screen large groups of citizens for possible medical follow-up. The study of the Public Health consequences arising from 
such events, namely radioactive contamination of foodstuffs and feedstuffs and other consumer goods are of major importance.

Future activities in this area will be focus on the uncertainties of the all process:
i) improve stakeholders engagement in the preparedness and response in the transition phase and to identify and reduce the uncertainties in the management of the long-term exposure situation,
ii) identify social and ethical issues related to uncertainty management in emergency and post-accident situation and understand how stakeholders deal with uncertainty during the decision making process,
iii) improve communication of uncertainty and reinforce the decision making process by taking into account the variability of the radiological situation and decision maker’s preferences.

The main objective of the project CAThyMARA is to identify gaps on thyroid monitoring procedures for children
after exposure to ionizing radiation. Outputs as:
‒ the evaluation of the existing response capabilities for thyroid monitoring in Europe in case of a large scale

nuclear accident,
‒ the need to harmonize measurement practices and establish a robust protocol in case of the need to monitor

children,
‒ the set-up of the basis for a sustainable network of responders including trained for non-specialized operators,

were developed.
The development and implementation of the optimal monitoring strategy and technical guidelines for a large scale
post-accidental monitoring of internal exposure and dose assessment, is of major importance to provide the citizens
appropriate training to know how to perform the measurements.

Members of project: CIEMAT, Spain; Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic; Gothenburg University, Sweden; IFIN-HH, Romania; IRSN,
France; IST, Portugal; MTA-CER, Hungary; Mutadis, France; NCBJ, Poland; PHE, UK; RPI, Ukraine; SCK-CEN, Belgium; SÚRO, Czech Republic.
Funding: 73,500.00 €.
http://www.eu-neris.net/index.php/projects/operra/operra-cathymara.html

Fig. 1 – Activities and crosslinking WPs  of 
the project. 

PREPARE
Innovative integrative tools and platforms to be prepared for radiological emergencies and post-accident response in Europe

The main objective of the PREPARE project is to close gaps that have been identified in nuclear and radiological preparedness following the first evaluation of the Fukushima disaster.
As the management of the Fukushima event in Europe was far from being optimal, it is proposed the development of means on a scientific and operational basis to improve information collection and, information exchange for the
evaluation of such types of accidents. Besides the review of the existing operational procedures, in dealing with long lasting releases, the project also addresses the cross border problematic in monitoring and safety of consumer goods
and further develop still missing functionalities in Decision Support Systems.

Members of project: ACRO, France; APA, Portugal; ASN, France; BfS, Germany; CEPN, France; CIEMAT, Spain; Coopaname, France; DEMA, Denmark; DTU, Denmark; EDI, Switzerland; ENEA, Italy; FANC, Belgium; GAEC, Greece; IFIN-HH, Romania; IRSN, France; IST, Portugal; JSI, Slovenia; KIT, Germany; KNMI,
Netherlands; KWR, Netherlands; LP, Sweden; Mutadis, France; NCSRD, Greece; NRG, Netherlands; NRPA, Norway; ONR, United Kingdom; PDC, Denmark; PHE, United Kingdom; RIKILT, Netherlands; RIVM, Netherlands; RPII, Ireland; SCK-CEN, Belgium; SNSA, Slovenia; SSTC NRS, Ukraine; STUK, Finland; TN
International, France; UCEWP, Ukraine; UL, Slovenia; UMB, Norway; UMIL, Italy; UNIVIE, Austria; UOWM, Greece; UPM, Spain; USEV, Spain; VUJE, Slovakia.
Funding: 88,040.00 €
https://prepare-eu.org/
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